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The Museum Collection: Postcards in a Box 2018-07

postcards individually and collectively contain a great deal of information that can be of real value to

students and researchers postcards in the library gives compelling reasons why libraries should take a

far more active and serious interest in establishing and maintaining postcard collections and in

encouraging the use of these collections it explains the nature and accessibility of existing postcard

collections techniques for acquiring arranging preserving and handling collections and ways to make

researchers and patrons aware of these collections postcards in the library asserts that in most cases

existing postcard collections are a vastly underutilized scholarly resource editor norman d stevens

urges librarians to help change this since postcards as items for mass consumption and often with no

apparent conscious literary or social purpose are a true reflection of the society in which they were

produced stevens claims that messages written on postcards may also reveal a great deal about

individual and or societal attitudes and ideas chapters in postcards in the library are written by
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librarians who manage postcard collections postcard collectors and researchers some of the authors

have undertaken major research projects that demonstrate the ways in which postcards can be used in

research and that have begun to establish a standard methodology for the analysis of postcards they

write about major postcard collections including the institute of deltiology and the curt teich postcard

archives the use of postcards for scholarly research postcard conservation and preservation

arrangement and organization and importance and value postcards in the library describes the

postcard collections in a variety of libraries of different kinds and sizes and indicates very real ways in

which the effective use of postcard collections can result in and contribute to substantive scholarly

publications it also offers advice and suggestions on the myriad issues that libraries face in handling

these ephemeral fragments of popular culture special collections librarians postcard collectors postcard

dealers and historical societies will find the information in postcards in the library refreshing and

practical libraries with established postcard collections or those thinking about developing postcard

collections will use it as a valuable planning tool and start to finish guide
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Postcards in the Library 2014-01-09

50 colour botanical postcards stored in a chunky keepsake box bokinfo

The Flora Collection: Postcards in a Box 2018-06

this book will help you regain some of the investment you made in your postcard collection plus make

a valuable contribution to the history of your community

How to Write a Book Using Your Postcard Collection 2002

published in conjunction with the exhibition organized by the museum of fine arts boston from march

10 to june 6 2004 t p verso
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Art of the Japanese Postcard 2004

postcard collecting deltiology the collection of postcards postcard collecting is just one of the many

hobbies that alot of people love postcards were used as a marketing method and were a huge craze

with peak years of 1907 to 1913 included in this postcard collecting journal is postcard collection

postcard date details of postcard purchased found from history behind postcard sketch photo of

postcard my postcard collection notebook blank lined notebook for postcard collection notebook for

postcard collectors features of this postcard journal are 8x10 inches 101 prompted fillable pages cute

matte cover great gift under 10 for post card collectors deltiology card collectors christmas birthday gift

Heart of the Home Postcard Collection 1994-10-19

celebrate your love for the boy who lived with this deluxe set of one hundred unique postcards

featuring art and photography from the beloved harry potter films the harry potter series continues to
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enchant and inspire fans around the world now harry potter fans can share their love with this boxed

postcard set featuring gorgeous concept art and film photography perfect for decorating scrapbooking

or sharing with friends this deluxe boxed postcard set features one hundred unique designs and

comes packaged in a sturdy keepsake box for easy storage and display

Postcard Collector 2019-08-08

in the decades around 1900 a postcard craze swept the world and billions of cards were bought

mailed and pasted into albums many famous artists turned to the new medium but one of the great

pleasures and enigmas of postcards is how some of the most beautiful and interesting examples were

made by artists whose names we barely know drawing on the riches of the leonard a lauder postcard

collection probably the finest and most comprehensive collection of its type this book traces the

historical and cultural themes of the modern age the first general publication on the postcard as an

artistic medium since the mid 1970s the postcard age is organized thematically with chapters devoted
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to urban life the changing role of women sports celebrity new technologies the stylish collectors cards

of art nouveau and world war i

Harry Potter: The Postcard Collection 2018-12-11

the real photo postcard guide is an informative comprehensive and practical treatment of this wildly

popular american phenomenon that dominated the united states photographic market during the first

third of the twentieth century robert bogdan and todd weseloh draw on extensive research and

observation to address all aspects of the photo postcard from its history origin and cultural significance

to practical matters like dating purchasing condition and preservation illustrated with over 350

exceptional photo postcards taken from archives and private collections across the country the scope

of the real photo postcard guide spans technical considerations of production characteristics of

superior images collecting categories and methods of research for dating photo postcards and

investigating their photographers in a broader sense the authors show how real photo postcards
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document the social history of america from family outings and workplace awards to lynchings and

natural disasters every image captures a moment of american cultural history from the society that

generated them bogdan and weseloh s book provides an admirable integration of informative text and

compelling photographic illustrations collectors archivists photographers photo historians social

scientists and anyone interested in the visual documentation of america will find the real photo

postcard guide indispensable

The Postcard Age 2012

beautiful postcards capture old wallasey in all its glory

Real Photo Postcard Guide 2006-09-21

映画ハリー ポッターシリーズのキャラクターが総登場 ハリーやハーマイオニーの貴重な写真 撮影にまつわる裏話や秘話も満載
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Wallasey The Postcard Collection 2014-03-15

leeds sited in the heart of west yorkshire is the uk s third largest city and is home to a community rich

in history ambition and achievement as the financial cultural and commercial heart of west yorkshire

leeds is a city essential to the global economic system although only a small borough for much of its

existence leeds in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries became a key centre for the production

and trading of wool as the industrial revolution progressed leeds developed into a major industrial hub

extending its reach into engineering printing commerce health and education iron foundries were

among other industries of extreme importance the city then expanded absorbing many of the

surrounding villages and townships to become the urban city we see today combining cultural riches

with strong transport and communication links it continues to attract students entrepreneurs and

professionals not only to visit but often to relocate to this vibrant part of west yorkshire the authors

have charted the area s great past and the enormous changes that have taken place through a
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selection of fascinating and inspiring old postcards

ハリー・ポッター魔法族大図鑑 2021-05

postcard collecting deltiology the collection of postcards postcard collecting is just one of the many

hobbies that alot of people love postcards were used as a marketing method and were a huge craze

with peak years of 1907 to 1913 included in this postcard collecting journal is postcard collection

postcard date details of postcard purchased found from history behind postcard sketch photo of

postcard my postcard collection notebook blank lined notebook for postcard collection notebook for

postcard collectors features of this postcard journal are 8x10 inches 101 prompted fillable pages cute

matte cover great gift under 10 for post card collectors deltiology card collectors christmas birthday gift
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The National Gallery's Second Postcard Collection 1989-06-01

postcard collecting deltiology the collection of postcards postcard collecting is just one of the many

hobbies that alot of people love postcards were used as a marketing method and were a huge craze

with peak years of 1907 to 1913 included in this postcard collecting journal is postcard collection

postcard date details of postcard purchased found from history behind postcard sketch photo of

postcard my postcard collection notebook blank lined notebook for postcard collection notebook for

postcard collectors features of this postcard journal are 8x10 inches 101 prompted fillable pages cute

matte cover great gift under 10 for post card collectors deltiology card collectors christmas birthday gift

Leeds 2014-11-06

a sumptuous and delightful collection of postcards trace the history of the white star line
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Postcard Collecting Journal 2019-08-08

beautiful postcards capturing old york in all its glory

Vintage Postcard Collector 2019-08-08

although he was a native of bullock county alabama wade hall teacher writer poet critic interviewer

folklorist and documentarian spent most of his fifty year career in kentucky but he was never

emotionally far from his home as evidenced by his passion for collecting vintage alabama postcards in

his lifetime he amassed 10 000 which he then graciously gave to the university of alabama libraries

and troy university in a large joint bequest that also included rare books quilts folk art letters and more

these postcards date from the late 1800s to the mid 20th century and offer a fascinating and diverse

picture of the state the meaning of postcards that could be purchased as a travel souvenir is largely

forgotten today when cameras are commonplace but the value of hall s stunning collection cannot be
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missed the some 400 cards featured in greetings from alabama are revealing of scenes familiar and

rare from birmingham s vulcan to mobile s bellingrath gardens from enterprise s boll weevil monument

to huntsville s rockets from helen keller s home to william rufus king s resting place the scenes offer

captivating glimpses of alabama history

The White Star Collection 2023-04-06

a global exploration of postcards as artifacts at the intersection of history science technology art and

culture postcards are usually associated with banal holiday pleasantries but they are made possible by

sophisticated industries and institutions from printers to postal services when they were invented

postcards established what is now taken for granted in modern times the ability to send and receive

messages around the world easily and inexpensively fundamentally they are about creating personal

connections links between people places and beliefs lydia pyne examines postcards on a global scale

to understand them as artifacts that are at the intersection of history science technology art and culture
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in doing so she shows how postcards were the first global social network and also here in the twenty

first century how postcards are not yet extinct

York The Postcard Collection 2017-03-15

southport the postcard collection takes the reader on an evocative journey into southport s past

through a selection of old postcards

Greetings from Alabama: A Pictorial History in Vintage Postcards

2016-09-01

founded in 1828 as a planned city by the georgia legislature columbus prospered due to its location on

the chattahoochee river industry sprang up along the shores of the chattahoochee and shaped

columbus s identity as one of georgia s premier cities today a thriving metropolis it is the columbus of
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yesteryear that is illuminated within these pages early postcard views reflect the city from around 1905

to 1942 showcasing many of its businesses neighborhoods and parks included are places virtually

unknown to citizens today the bell tower the city market north highlands park and wildwood park as

well as those that were landmarks a century ago and landmarks still the iron bank the springer opera

house the union depot the ymca and fort benning

Postcards 2021-10-13

from the bella c landauer collection of the new york historical society 24 authentic 19th century

advertising cards to save or send long cherished as collectors items these nostalgic cards capture the

charm of a vanished era
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Southport The Postcard Collection 2018-10-15

divthere is perhaps no better visual record of route 66 s iconic sites than the thousands of illustrated

and photographic postcards that have been produced over the years to promote the mother road s

motels hotels tourist traps trading posts bustling burgs greasy spoons and natural wonders this

massive collection gathers together more than 400 of the finest examples of postcard art from route 66

s golden age the 1930s through the mid 1960s an era before long distance car travel was largely

supplanted by the airlines divdiv divdivroute 66 historian joe sonderman has curated the very best out

of his 20 000 card archive to document a journey down the mother road through the decades state by

state from east to west visit landmark stops like the rock village court the meramec caverns mule

trading post and wigwam village in cities that include chicago springfield amarillo tucumcari flagstaff

barstow santa monica and many many more divdiv divdivthe fruit of sonderman s labor is the definitive

book collection of route 66 postcards postcards from route 66 is a valuable visual reference
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documenting the evolution of the famous highway and its equally famous roadside stops as well as a

historical record of the time period complete with many notes both hastily scribbled and thoughtfully

composed by route 66 travelers through the decades div

Columbus, Georgia in Vintage Postcards 2001

takes the reader on an evocative journey into hove s past through a selection of beautiful old

postcards

Antique Advertising Postcards in Full Colour 1985-07-01

here s a book filled with 25 colorful postcards for fans of the american girls collection to tear out and

send each postcard features an illustration from the books in the american girls collection
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Postcards from Route 66 2014-06-15

carefully assembled from the collection of harvey tulcensky and including cards from all over the world

real photo postcards consists of images of natural phenomena floods storms fires rural life politics

parades and platforms science art beautiful still lifes and collages and wacky exaggeration cards

including a photographically manipulated giant rabbit together these cards show an oddly personal and

intimate perspective of the world at the turn of the twentieth century book jacket

Hove The Postcard Collection 2019-07-15

the yorkshire based publisher bamforth co started producing saucy postcards in 1910 these cheeky

designs became synonymous with the english seaside resorts where they were sold but were exported

all over the world after ww2 bamforth artists began to satirise the classic comic archetypes that still

resonate today henpecked husbands naughty nurses and randy milkmen contemporary concerns
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ranging from the contraceptive pill to the space race also received the irreverent bamforth treatment

saucy postcards the bamforth collection celebrates the golden age of these comic gems with a

selection of more than 250 cards originally published from the early 1950s to the mid 1970s the book s

introduction reveals the story behind the company and the battles with the postcard censorship

committees that resulted in almost 150 prosecutions

The American Girls Postcard Collection 1998-09

situated strategically in the midst of such large urban centers as washington d c baltimore philadelphia

and new york city the city of wilmington delaware boasts its own unique character as well as a

fascinating and continuously evolving history that has spanned more than 350 years officially chartered

in 1832 this determined community has steadily developed a prosperous business economy fueled in

earlier times by the demands of war and more recently by a liberal tax structure as well as a dynamic

residential life for the thousands who make wilmington home
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Real Photo Postcards 2005-09-22

just a trolley ride from el paso ciudad juárez was a popular destination in the early 1900s enticing and

exciting tourists descended on this and other mexican border towns to browse curio shops dine and

dance attend bullfights and perhaps escape prohibition america in postcards from the chihuahua

border daniel d arreola captures the exhilaration of places in time taking us back to mexico s northern

border towns of cuidad juárez ojinaga and palomas in the early twentieth century drawing on more

than three decades of archival work arreola uses postcards and maps to unveil the history of these

towns along west texas s and new mexico s southern borders postcards offer a special kind of visual

evidence arreola s collection of imagery and commentary about them shows us singular places

enriching our understandings of history and the history of change in chihuahua no one postcard tells

the entire story but image after image offers a collected view and insight into changing perceptions

arreola s geography of place looks both inward and outward we see what tourists see while at the
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same time gaining insight about what postcard photographers and postcard publishers wanted to be

seen and perceived about these border communities postcards from the chihuahua border is a colorful

and dynamic visual history it invites the reader to time travel to revisit another era the first half of the

last century when these border towns were framed and made popular through picture postcards

Saucy Postcards: The Bamforth Collection 2013-07-18

bloomington and normal have grown from small pioneer settlements into the twin cities of central

illinois linked by their proximity and shared history surviving and rebuilding after a devastating fire in

1900 the area has continued to grow and prosper it is home to many businesses including state farm

the nation s largest auto and homeowners insurance company the vintage postcards in this collection

feature the delights and difficulties of bloomington normal at the turn of the century these images

capture historic events such as the street car strike of 1917 in which workers took their demands to

the streets the businesses that closed up shop years ago are opened again through these historic
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postcards many of which were originally produced by bloomington based postcard publisher c u

williams

Wilmington in Vintage Postcards 2000

a fascinating portrait of southampton presented through a remarkable collection of historical postcards

Postcards from the Chihuahua Border 2019-10-29

postcards from the sonora border visualizing place through a popular lens 1900s 1950s examines the

urban landscapes of mexican border cities through picture postcards this volume aims to capture the

evolution of sonora border towns over time and create a sense of visual time travel for the reader by

relying on arreola s personal collection of postcards provided by publisher
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Bloomington-Normal in Vintage Postcards 2002

here the author showcases a fascinating and evocative collection of postcards depicting the scottish

city of perth

Southampton The Postcard Collection 2018-11-15

postcards from the baja california border uses popular historical imagery the vintage postcard to tell a

compelling visually enriched geographical story about the border towns of baja california

Postcards from the Sonora Border 2017-02-21

bcala 2023 outstanding contribution to publishing citation award winner the turn of the twentieth

century was an extraordinarily difficult period for african americans a time of unchecked lynchings mob
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attacks and rampant jim crow segregation during these bleak years emma crawford a young african

american woman living in pennsylvania corresponded by postcard with friends and family members

and collected the cards she received from all over the country her album spanning from 1906 to 1910

and analyzed in emma s postcard album becomes an entry point into a deeply textured understanding

of the nuances and complexities of african american lives and the survival strategies that enabled

people to make a way from no way as snippets of lived experience eye catching visual images and

reflections of historical moments the cards in the collection become sources for understanding not only

african american life but also broader american history and culture in emma s postcard album faith

mitchell innovatively places the contents of this postcard collection into specific historic and

biographical contexts and provides a new interpretation of postcards as life writings a much neglected

aspect of scholarship through these techniques a riveting world that is far too little known is revealed

and new insights are gained into the perspectives and experience of african americans capping off

these contributions the text is a visual feast illustrated with arresting images from the golden age of
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postcards as well as newspaper clippings and other archival material

Perth The Postcard Collection 2021-01-15

beautiful postcards capture old lancaster in all its glory

Postcards from the Baja California Border 2021-10-05

troup county in vintage postcards traces a major period of growth and development for this georgia

community from the late 19th through the mid 20th century snapshot glimpses of history preserved on

postcards reveal the second courthouse which burned in 1936 the textile mills that opened at a rapid

pace as the county entered the era of the new south the early days of lagrange female college which

became co ed in 1954 southern female college which closed in 1919 ferrell gardens which began in

1832 and is now a landmark in the county as well as scenes of schools churches homes farms and
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businesses

Emma's Postcard Album 2022-12-21

a fascinating portrait of newcastle upon tyne presented through a remarkable collection of historical

postcards

Lancaster The Postcard Collection 2017-03-15

beautiful postcards capture old south shields in all its glory

Troup County in Vintage Postcards 2002
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Newcastle upon Tyne The Postcard Collection 2023-04-15

South Shields The Postcard Collection 2014-03-15
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